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ABSTRACT 
 

The book “Le variazioni dell’identità” remains a cornerstone of studies on type 

in architecture, in some ways the last great text of research carried out since the 

so-called "Tendenza". The most innovative character of the convincing 

treatment carried out by the Catalan author is that of an opening with respect to 

procedures already consolidated and on which Aldo Rossi himself expressed at 

some point perplexity as for the risk of imposing an excessive perimeter on the 

cognitive field of architecture students. This text traces some parts of the book, 

first the sequence that examines the historical architectures and then the 

analysis of the architectures of the Modern Movement, in analogical 

relationship with the historical ones. The final part attempts to extend the 

analogical procedure proposed by Arìs to contemporary architecture, 

identifying its roots in both Modern and History. 
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Introduction  

 

The path proposed by this text first crosses the book by Carlos Martì Arìs, 

with a first part that concerns the analogies between typologies of the 

architecture of history (churches, markets, convents); the second part will show 

how Martì Arìs has tried to extend the concept of analogy to some modern 

architecture, revealing its relationship with historical artifacts. The last part of 

the text will propose a sort of extension of the themes of "The variations of 

identity"
1
 going in search of the analogical relationship between some 

contemporary architecture and masterpieces of the Modern Movement. 
 

 

On the Architecture of History  

 

It is particularly useful and in some ways fascinating for students to read 

the history of architecture differently from traditional chronological teaching: 

identifying a "fil rouge" that connects modified architecture in different periods 

and also never developed projects, thanks to the identification of an internal 

skeleton that connotes their typological structure, working on memory but 

towards future prospects.  

Martì Arìs cites in this regard a piece by Victor Hugo based on the novel 

"Notre-Dame de Paris":  

 
"This is what happens, for example, in European religious architecture during 

the Christian era. The architectural experience of this wide period (...) appears 

as an immense stratification divided into three distinct areas, which overlap: the 

zone Romanesque, the Gothic area, the Renaissance area (...). Moreover, all 

these nuances, all these differences do not affect the surface of the buildings. It is 

the art that has changed skin. The constitution of the Christian church is not 

affected. It is always the same internal structure, the same logical arrangement of 

the parts (...) The trunk of the tree is immutable, the capricious protection".
2
 

 

It is therefore possible to reorder these extraordinary monumental artefacts 

by grouping them according to typological families, analyzing the formal 

invariants, the permanences but also the variations, sequencing the large Gothic 

cathedrals of French cities such as Paris, Bourges, Chartres, Reims, Amiens, 

Beauvais. Even with different formal and dimensional solutions, the basilica 

plant returns a series of correspondences.  

Even with the central plant it is possible to define a series, by combining 

the Dome of the Rock of Jerusalem, with the temple of San Pietro in Montorio 

in Rome by Bramante and with the Temple of Santa Maria della Consolazione 

in Todi (first attributed to Bramante, but whose works were directed by 

Peruzzi, Vignola, Antonio da Sangallo il Giovane). 

                                                 
1
Martì Arìs Carlos, Le Variazioni dell’Identità. Il tipo in architettura, Città Studi, Milano 1993. 

2
Hugo Victor, Notre Dame de Paris, Gosselin, Paris 1831. 
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It becomes very interesting to analyze the combinations between these 

typologies, which come to real crossings, witnessing the comparison between 

the basilica layout and the central space in the same Roman context, with San 

Giovanni in Laterano and the Pantheon, and the intersection between the two 

typologies - simply approached on the longitudinal axis - in the reconstructive 

hypothesis of the Church of the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem and embedded - 

but still recognizable - in the building transformed from the XII century 

onwards. 

This trend towards the encounter between the two typological structures 

has its outcome defined by the sacred space with a cruciform type, from the 

Church Saint Benoit-sur-Loire to that of Saint John in Ephesus (built in the 6th 

century), to arrive at the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela and in San 

Marco in Venice: the transept, which has become a real transverse nave, has a 

primary role in this system. The intersection of the naves becomes the true 

center of the building, underlined by the raising of a dome that offers a 

transcendent dimension. 

A summa of this typological intersection - which comes to the fusion of 

typologies - is represented by the Church of Santa Sofia in Constantinople, 

subsequently transformed into a mosque: in a perimeter frame, almost square, 

the hierarchies of the perimeter elements are structured which rise up to the 

dome, which rests on a luminous tunnel of windows. Great centrality within an 

asymmetry of the arms that make up the cross. A church that becomes a 

prototype for the project of mosques in Sinān's work: the Süleimanaiye and 

Sokollu mosques in Istanbul, the Selimiye mosque in Edirne (which achieves a 

rotation space around the center) offer a sequence of elaborations on the 

themes typologies that hybridized the Byzantine Hagia Sophia, leaving aside 

the hypostyle type of the Islamic tradition. 

The same type of reflections can be applied to the markets (Wroclaw, Les 

Halles in Paris, the ancient market in Valencia, the San Anton market in 

Bilbao) where the ritual is no longer religious but becomes that of exchange, 

especially outdoors in the Mediterranean basin; and hospitals structured in 

historic buildings, often former convents (Hospital Real in Santiago de 

Compostela, Hospital de las Cinco Llagas in Sevilla). 

The Carthusian monasteries are structured starting from the relationship 

between the canonical type deriving from the Norm of the Order and the 

landscape in which they are located, its topography, crops, the water catchment 

area: the types analyzed by Martì Arìs are those of the monastery of Clermont, 

Miraflores (Burgos), Montalegre (Barcelona), Nuremberg, to which should be 

added the two most significant Italian cases in size and importance, the Certosa 

of Padula and that of Ema, on the edge of Florence, which so impressed Le 

Corbusier. 
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Figure 1. The Certosa of Padula (Photo CP 2018) 

 
 

This relationship between type and place is finely analyzed by Giorgio 

Grassi
3
 regarding the cardo-decumanic layout of Roman cities, with the 

comparison between two North African settlements: the geometric construction 

of Timgad is made in an almost entirely flat area, through the transcription of 

the canonical type and codified fundamental principles, without significant 

variations in size and orientation, with very few irregularities. Djemila, on the 

other hand, is on steep terrain of a pre-coastal hilly system, to which it adapts 

with important variations in form but maintaining the fundamental 

characteristics of cardo, decumanus, insulae and with a greater ability to 

incorporate subsequent urban expansions. 

The analytical work proposed so far on the architectures of history, 

subjecting them to a form of abstraction, to distil the characteristics that 

identify them, allows to field an analogical procedure that offers new lifeblood 

to the logic of each project, contrasting both experimentalism and formalism. 

Thus it opens up to new research that can and must interest an analysis of 

modern architecture, even the most apparently distant from typological 

procedures, by hunting for apparently unexpected and unpredictable historical 

references. 

 

 

On the Architecture of the Modern 

 

At this point Arìs can introduce concepts such as "variation", "concatenation", 

"inversion", "transgression", in proposing a reading of the typology in a modern 

and analogical key, exploring how architectural works refer to each other, to 

                                                 
3
Grassi Giorgio, Architettura, lingua morta/Architecture, dead language, Electa, Milano 1988.  
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avoid that the project closes in a historicist position, of nostalgia or even worse 

of reproposing fragments taken from the infinite quarry of historical elements, 

restoring an impossible continuity with a lost past.  

Above all, interesting and tendentious analogies between modern architecture 

and historical references are proposed, such as between the Casa del Fascio in 

Como (Giuseppe Terragni) and the Lonja de Contractación in Seville (Juan de 

Herrera). The Como masterpiece, analyzed in its geometric/ compositional 

details from the text of Peter Eisenman who already in the title speaks of 

transformations, decompositions, criticisms, presents a complex but at the same 

time clear typological layout, with the development of the spaces around a 

central courtyard, as in the Renaissance palaces but also as, going further back, 

the introverted Pompeian domus. A method that would refer to the building in 

Seville if the courtyard were not in fact eccentric and above all covered by an 

illuminating glass-concrete ceiling; and then the building has a dynamic 

diagonal tension, made evident by the elevation, whose compact part is the 

memory of a never built tower and present in the first draft of the project.  

 

Figure 2. The Casa del Fascio in Como, by G. Terragni (Photo CP 2010) 

 
 

The Priory of Sant'Andrea in Valyerno (Louis Kahn), an unrealized 

project, is indicative of a method of decomposition into relatively autonomous 

parts, each defined by quite different forms: Kahn, who in his works reopens 

an intense comparison with history, after some avant-garde temperies of the 

modern, has put in place a typological link, a sequence of works that have 

progressively followed and approached over time, hinging even in one point, as 

evident in the Hadrian's Villa in Tivoli, a sequence of spaces of different 

shapes, from the extended Pecile to the circular Maritime Theater. A city-
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building, now archeology in the landscape, whose internal life can be imagined 

thanks to the narration of Marguerite Yourcenar (“Memoirs of Hadrian”)
4
. 

A starting point for this type of analog comparison was certainly the text 

of Colin Rowe (The Mathematics of the Ideal Villa) which compared Palladio's 

Villa Foscari called "La Malcontenta" and Le Corbusier's Villa Stein in 

Garches, highlighting how the two buildings, so far in the forms and materials 

adopted, have the same formal structure, set on the instance of Renaissance 

geometric harmony of the golden section: if in the Palladian plan everything is 

symmetrical and the spaces are governed by the numbers that indicate 

relationships related to music5, the master of the '900 uses the formal structure 

and proportions as a starting point on which to make variations and 

transgressions, inversions between the roles of the front and the back. If in the 

villa on the Brenta the projecting pronaos, which overlooks the river, defines 

the main front, in the house now on the outskirts of the Grand Paris, the 

Corbusierian projection is in fact a terrace with a staircase facing the intimacy 

of the garden, leaving the shelter the Palladian role of "accusing" the entrance 

juts out onto the street. 

How Le Corbusier is attracted to a relationship with the forms of history, 

as long as he transmigrates them in an innovative condition contemporary to 

him, which someone has mistaken for avant-garde, is evident in the unrealized 

project of the Immeuble Villas series of overlapping garden accommodations 

and served by a balcony, as a declared reference to the fascination suffered by 

visiting the Charterhouse of Ema; it is equally evident in one of its greatest 

masterpieces, the Convent of La Tourette, a few kilometers from Lyon, where 

the Swiss-born French architect interprets the conventual typology deriving 

from the Dominican norm in innovative terms and with an unsurpassed formal 

result. The comparison between the two norms (Carthusian and Dominican) 

thus illustrate two different ways of conventual and even residential living: 

small autonomous and gardened accommodation for the intellectual Carthusian 

monks, minimal and austere spaces for the dwelling of Dominican monks, 

counterpointed by the sequence of significant collective spaces such as the 

canteen, the library, the church. 

Another maestro of the Modern, Mies Van der Rohe, whose architecture is 

characterized by the use of steel profiles and large glass walls, evidently far 

from any form of mimesis towards the architectures of history, builds his 

philosophy of designing focused on admiration for ancient temples, Roman 

basilicas, medieval cathedrals, through which he goes in search of 

transmissible principles for the autonomous construction of the Modern. 

And so the distribution of the Greek temple with the cell surrounded by 

colonnades is summarized in the twin skyscrapers on the front of Lake 

Michigan in Chicago whose internal structure has a peripteral shape with a 

closed and compact nucleus that houses the services, the stairs, the elevators; 

the same happens in the Seagram Building (New York) with the stair-lift body 

                                                 
4
Yourcenar Marguerite, Mémories d'Hadrien suivi de Carnets de notes de Mémories d'Adrien, 

Librairie Plon, Parigi1951. 
5
Wittkover R., Architectural Principles in the Age of Humanism, London 1949. 
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covered in travertine, bordered by a glass space overlooking Park Avenue. 

Analogy with the peripteral temple that will also connote some large classroom 

projects, from the headquarters of the Bacardi Company in Santiago de Cuba at 

the Neue National Galerie in Berlin: the theme is that of the large room, whose 

light is made free thanks to the support of the attic on an external crown of 

pillars that commemorate the Templar image in autonomous and modern 

forms. 

Still starting from an addendum to Colin Rowe's book, Martì Arìs builds a 

typological sequence, characterized by analogies towards history and modern 

transgressions, consisting of four works in sequence:  

 

1) the Altes Museum by K. F. Schinkel on the museum island of Berlin, 

characterized by the relationship between the compact prismatic 

volume, colonnade on the facade, in which the access is directed 

towards a circular-based space with a dome, which becomes the heart 

of the internal distribution of the building;  

2) the Stockholm Municipal Library by G. Asplund, in which the 

prismatic volume opens to reveal the large staircase that gives access to 

the circular-based volume, which takes the form of a cylinder, after 

discarding the dome hypothesis, to define the central place whose walls 

are entirely covered by books;  

3) the Assembly Building of Chandigarh, capital of the newborn Indian 

state of Punjab, in which Le Corbusier adopts a circular element, 

inserted in the reinforced concrete prism whose facades are declined by 

the different rotations of septa and brise-soleil: LC refers to the cooling 

towers of industrial plants. The volume of the assembly room stands out 

on the roof and dynamically oscillates, going to place itself in an 

eccentric condition, a real fluctuation that transgresses the axiality and 

centrality of the two previous examples;  

4) the Neue Staatsgalerie in Stuttgart, designed by J. Stirling and M. 

Wilford, still presents the relationship between the prismatic box and 

the circular element, eliminating the theme of the portico and imploding 

the cover of the three previous versions: here this space is outdoors and 

becomes a square of urban crossing thanks to a public path that does 

not enter the museum directly and overcomes a certain difference in 

height. In this case the typological transgression is adopted to build an 

architecture for the city. 

 

 

On Contemporary Architecture 

 

A post-Martì research that continues the work, with the same analogical 

and tendentious approach, will work on the relationships between contemporary 

proposals and the heritage of modern architecture. 

It is a possibility to extract - especially for educational purposes - the 

contemporary project with absolute self-reference, which sometimes makes it 
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an object parachuted into a site without any attention to a relationship with the 

context and its history, which aims to amaze within a logic now reduced to a 

commercial proposal. 

Finding new/old roots in spatial relationships, even before formal ones, 

internal to architectural products of entire generations that preceded us - the 

typology, in fact - will certainly be a nourishment for innovative ways of 

contemporary design. 

The project for Villa Dall'Ava was carried out by Rem Koolhaas in 1991 

in Saint Cloud on the outskirts of Paris, which houses some of Le Corbusier's 

villas: but the admired and ironic gaze - at the same time - of the Dutch 

architect goes to the manifesto house of the 5 points, that Villa Savoie built in 

Poissy by LC. 

According to the designer, the owner of the land asked for a masterpiece 

project that must be characterized by being a glass house with a swimming 

pool on the roof from which it is possible to look at the Eiffel Tower from afar. 

The analogy with the LC villa is in having an "inhabited" roof slab, while 

moving from the celebrated garden roof to a water tank protected with a red 

plastic construction site net. The villa has ribbon windows and has thin pilotis 

inclined in several directions. In addition, some poor materials are used, such 

as corrugates, alongside refined glass spaces that can be darkened with a 

sliding curtain. 

The relationship with Le Corbusier's work sees many formalistic 

imitations especially in the second half of the twentieth century: on the 

contrary, Jean Nouvel developed in 1987 in Nîmes in the experimental building 

Nemausus an analogical reinterpretation of the residential typologies of the 

Marseille Unitè d'Habitation, which LC metaphorically derived from the cabins 

of an ocean liner and more pragmatically from the long residences of the 

Gothic lot6. The reinterpretation still sees a narrow and long cell, double and 

triple level, which in this case has access from the large distribution balcony 

placed every two floors; on the opposite facade, the accommodation is 

bordered by a large industrial door, which can be completely opened and 

overlooks a large private balcony. The materials used are related to the world 

of industry and prefabrication. The pilotis on which the building rises from the 

ground give space for a community parking slightly in the trenches but not 

underground. 

In the international design competition for the Grand Egyptian Museum in 

Giza (2002), Aires Mateus' project does not achieve victory, but once again 

establishes the indispensability of the Corbusierian reference, orchestrating a 

semi-underground settlement on the sands in front of the pyramid, both in 

order not to enter into formal and dimensional conflict with the grandiose 

historical building, and to manage in this way the thermal issue linked to the 

extreme desert climate. A cut, directed on the edge of the pyramid, guides the 

entire planimetric development. The texture of the buildings and patios that 

ventilate them and bring light inside seems to refer to the design of the Venice 

                                                 
6
Le Muet P., Manière de bien bastir pour toute sorte de personnes, Hachette, Paris 2012. 
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Hospital that LC was unable to achieve due to his sudden disappearance. A 

solution entrusted to the relationship between geometry and climate that does 

not allow anything to the fascinating emphasis of the place. The Irish firm 

Heneghan Peng Architects won the competition among 2,227 participants from 

103 countries. 

Eight years later the Mateus brothers will explore another analogy with an 

unrealized building by Le Corbusier: the retirement home in Alcácer do Sal 

(2010) offers without formalistic imitations a building with a Mediterranean 

character, built from overlapping white cells, the individual houses for the 

elderly with loggias/gardens, which commemorate the operation devised by LC 

for the project of the Immeuble Villas, starting from the standard/type scheme 

of the charterhouses which provided for small, completely independent 

lodgings for the order of intellectual monks. 

The relationship between Casa Duarte, built in Portugal in Ovar in 1985 by 

Alvaro Siza Vieira and the house for Tristan Tzara, built on the Montmartre 

hill in Paris in 1927 by Adolf Loos, is based on the slogan coined by the 

architect of "Ornament is crime”, which provided for a civilly sober character 

of the external image of the house, to leave freedom within an enrichment of 

materials and furnishings, capable of satisfying the bad taste of the inhabitants. 

Loos expresses a desire for order, clarity, logic through the composition of the 

prospect on the street inside a square: a facade with a more "barbaric" part, that 

of the base, and a more "cultured" part, the upper part plastered and underlined 

by the central void of the loggia dug into the volume, as well as the underlying 

entrance and the small balcony. The excavation of Siza is a real "nail" from top 

to bottom that cuts in two the white facade characteristic of Portuguese 

residential geography. The interior retraces the Loosian teaching, with the 

structured raumplan with triple height staircase introducing precious materials 

such as the marble of the fireplace, the mirrors and the mahogany of the floor. 

Part of the roof has a curved shape and is covered in copper, citing Villa 

Steiner, built by Loos in Vienna in 1910. 

One might think that Tadao Andō also looks at Loos' experience in Villa 

Fleischner in Haifa (1931) and in the project for 20 stepped villas, when he is 

preparing to start a multi-stage architectural work (from 1981 to 1998) which 

engages in redesigning a piece of the hill of Mount Rokko in Kobe in the form 

of a stepped building. But the very idea of the stepped house must be traced 

back at least to Henry Sauvage's project for the construction in rue Vavin, in 

Paris (1913 project) of a building with innovative hygienic characteristics in 

the great density of the French capital, allowing at any level to adequately 

benefit from sun, air and with a small garden. Rokko Housing I, II and III 

constitute a contemporary work that teaches a lot about the relationship 

between architecture and landscape, overlooking the sequence of terraces on 

the great bay of Kobe, up to Osaka. 
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Figure 3. Rokko Housing, by Tadao Andō (Photo CP 2019) 

 
 

When Alvaro Siza Vieira was called to design the Porto faculty of 

architecture (1987-1996) he defined a campus consisting of the sequence of 

classroom blocks, which allude with irony to the home for Tristan Tzara of Loos 

and to the Citrohan Maison of Le Corbusier, looking out from the hill on the 

Douro; the northernmost wing, which closes towards a sort of urban ring road and 

houses an architectural promenade, with a semi-cylindrical hinge element that 

houses the exhibition gallery. The first sketches included a cavea, strengthening 

the analogy with the decisive architecture developed by Alvar Aalto to define an 

urban space within the Finnish landscape: the campus of the Polytechnic of 

Otaniemi, which from 2010 changed its name to "Aalto School of Science and 

Technology" finds an element of new centrality in the auditorium, whose external 

volume is modeled in steps, with continuous windows and copper roofing. 

The relationship between Siza and Aalto is confirmed by the project for 

the Galician Center of Contemporary Art in Santiago de Compostela (1993), in 

which the architect from Matosinhos adopts a compositional process of 

assembling volumes on fragments of paths, with strong analogies with the 

spatial system adopted by the Finnish master for the Malm Funeral Chapel 

project in Helsinki (1950). The museum is the most advanced experience of a 

design method that Siza had inaugurated with the Leça da Palmeira swimming 

pool (1966), reacting a complex composition of artificial geometries with the 

natural sea front consisting of granite boulders, in this case with some 

references to F. L. Wright's project for Taliesin West (1937), where the natural 

scenery is made up of the Arizona mountains and desert.
7
 

In 1992 Eduardo Souto de Moura built a house in the Portuguese 

countryside, in Alcanena, with a settlement gesture that rotates it with respect 

to the rigorous layout of the vineyards in which it is inserted and that projects a 

few vertical planes beyond the built volume, almost managing an embrace of 

the landscape: the architect realizes what Mies Van der Rohe had not been able 

                                                 
7
Curtis William, Alvaro Siza: una arquitectura de bordes, El Croquis 68/69, Madrid 1994. 
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to build, with the project of the brick country house of 1924, structured on the 

innovations proposed by De Stijl interpreted by Mondrian's paintings, by 

Rietveld's design and above all by the painting of Theo van Doesburg of 1918 

"Rhythmus eines russischen Tanzes". The walls that Souto stretches towards 

the countryside are made with the dissonant combination of different materials, 

such as plaster, stone, brick, the metal profile of the frame, with that "secular" 

attitude that in the Bom Jesus house will make him put in close contact the 

base of raw granite, reinforced concrete, metal. 

In the construction on the docks of Amsterdam, in the mid-90s, the roads 

of analogy are still followed, with different characters, as specified by Martì 

Arìs: the typological variation is attributable to the drafting of the Hans 

Kollhoff project for the KSNM building, where the construction of a long 

courtyard building inevitably refers to Karl Ehn's Karl-Marx-Hof (1930); the 

building has a strongly unitary image thanks to the dark clinker cladding, but 

discards with a significant fold the historical pre-existence that it decides to 

make its own. 

On the nearby Borneo Sporenburg pier, planned by the landscape 

architects of West 8 office, the houses of contemporary architects, from the 

Dutch Koolhaas and MVRDV to the Catalan Eric Miralles, are lined up: the 

latter puts in place a clear example of typological transgression, working within 

a sequence of deep lots such as the gothic ones of the city, but giving the role 

of the tallest body to "crush" the elongated volumes giving it an artistic and 

dynamic deformation. 

In 1998 the couple of Bordeaux architects Lacaton-Vassal was called by 

young owners to build a house in the pine forest of Cap Ferret, with the 

mandate not to modify the protected nature of this extraordinary piece of coast 

of the Arcachon basin. The choice is highly ecological, with the construction of 

a house in metal profiles, corrugated sheet, “onduline”, literally crossed by pre-

existing trees, which can sway in the wind of the Gulf of Gascony thanks to the 

stratagem of a PVC sheet that allows oscillations and prevents rainwater to 

enter. An ability to introject the natural element into the architectural artifact, 

the same that had allowed the Swiss Albert Frei, who arrived in Palm Springs 

and fell in love with the desert boulders, to build his second residence in 1964, 

Frei House II - a parallelepiped of glass and steel - intimately linked to the site 

so as to present the large pre-existing rock as a separation between the living 

room and bedroom. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

In a historical phase in which the so-called "arch-stars" often parachute 

objects, apparently alien from a relationship with history and context, 

university research can bring back to teaching a need for meaning, based on the 

analog chain that binds contemporary architectures at work of previous 

generations, to avoid training young professionals who root their projects only 

on individual creativity and imagination, instead of on a poetics that looks at 
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history not in a nostalgic way but projecting new architectures in direction of 

the future. 
 

Figure 4. Assembly Palace in Chandigarh, by Le Corbusier (Photo CP 2009) 

 

 


